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1 Introduction
Let G be a labeled n-vertex graph with no loops or multiple edges. See [1] for relevant
definitions. Define the generalized /c-degree D1 of G to be a nonnegative integer valued
function defined on the set of k-tuples of vertices iu V(G)xV(G)x. . .xV(G) = V(G)h
by

Dy(x1,a2,...,rr) =

10r,",,1

where N(u) is the standard open neighborhood of u. When & = 1, D1(r) becomes
the ordinary degree of the vertex a. Let D6 without the B arguments denote the
rauge of the function ta^ken as a multiset. Then D1 is the ordiuary degree sequence.
The n2 values of D2 ma! be arrauged iuto a symmetric n x n matrix where n =
ly(G)|. In general otre may arraage Dr into a ,t-dimensional array which will again
be denoted by Di - Dr(G). For simplicity deuote the generalized degree of the k
ordered vertices (a;rroir,...,trir) by dirir...ir. As is done with degree sequeuces, Dr is
paid to be gmphical iq case there is a graph G with D5 = D*(G).
A uaturally arisiag question is which graphs G are determioed by D6. First notice
that, clearly, Ds(G) determiues all D;(G) for which I < i < k.
," Not all graphs are determined by D". For example, consider the disjoint cycles
CsU Cs and the cycle C6. Label the vertices of C6 cyclically: 1,6,2,5,3,4. And, label
the vertices of one C3 with 1,2,3, and the other C3 with 4,5,6. With this labeling it
cau be shown tbat D6(C3VCa) = Do(Co). Thus C3UC3 and C6 have the same degree
sequence D1, the same 2-array or matrix D2,..., aud the same D6. Note that, for
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example,

Dz(euci=Dz(ca)=

I

i I ,^ i i il,

lentazrl
\4 4 4 3 3 2l
and that the ordinary degree sequence D1(C6)
found on the diagonal of D2(C) = Dz(CtU Cs).

-

(2,2,2,2,2,2)

= D{Cs

U C3) is

2 A Counting Formula end Generalized Maximum Degree
Let

f = {(ir,ir,...,ir): l (

i1 <

i2

1...( ir (

expressioa for the sum over all k-degrees

Propositiou

iu

a}, and J"=.{(jr,j2,...,r,):1(

a graph G.

I
Dd,,,,...,,=,r

Ddu"...,.

(;- j)r-rl'.'r (i)

r(,1
= Dl[
r li=r

I

: ? [in,t -,=,?."1*, n^r-l
+
+

(_r).*,?
(-r;r+r

lg

r"
|

+

"'

.

ln*,1)

In the first term, when summed over .I, each N; appears (i;,l) timur, since each'
N; appears with ,t - 1 others, and there.are n - I others from ilhiJh to choose. Thus,
the first term contribut"r (X_i) Di=, (t) In the srh term each ni=, i{,,i appears
I
I
(l--) ,r,:,* If each lni=r Nir,lappeared once, rhe total count would bef,i=1(d;),'
where (f) is the number of s-stars in G centered at vertex u;. Thus, the term is

(-l)'*t(I-,

CorolLary

Di=, ('j), and the formula is proven.

I
,=E=,0"

--

(n-'lIa [
44

tr

(x,)

If

As usual A = A(G) denotes the ma:<imum degree iu G (the marcimum l-degree).
one lets ddriz...d. denote the number of stars with pendent vertices it,iz, . .. , io, then

the following proposition follows by inclusion-exclusiou.

Proposition

2
&

dirir-'i.

= Dr,,
i=1

<ir (iu

<I

oiiriiziis- ...

D

1

oitrii,

t

1

<ir <rr<js S&

(-1)'*'

"'

oi;,ii,-.i;,

D

lSir <jz <"'<riS,t

+

(-t;r+'',,,,'-,''
tr

It is easy to see that all the terms (other than the last) which appear on the right
hand side of the equality shown iu Propositiou 2 depend only otr the eutries of Dr-r.
Thus, if oiriz.-it = 0, the entries of D5 are completelydetermined by those of D1-1,
Cousequently, one has the following proposition.
Proposition 3 Da(G)

3

d,etermines

\(G) lor all L < k < n.

Results on 2-degree

The adjaceucy matrix A = A(G)

= (oii) of a graph G is defined

by

,u
^ _- I I if u; is adjacent to u;

I 0

Proposition

4

ifnot.

The mok'ix D2 d,etermines anil is deter.rnined by A2, the squarc of

the adjacencg m,atrix, A.
.A2 = 1o$)), a$) denotes the number of two-walks from o; to ui. For
j, this is exactly the uumber of neighbors common to u; and u;. F\rrther,
i
aud
.distinct
if, i = i, o[3) = d"s(r,). Thus, sirce d; - dii = deg(u;) both results follow from

Prooft For

d;i = d;

t di - llr(ur)[-]lv(u;)l

= A + di

-

ol1)

= "!3 +

41)

-

"11).

tr

= oir' for o as defined in the previous section.
Next, a,n iufinite class of pairs of Braphs with identical D2 is shown. Now let G
be any graph. If G ha.s adjaceucy matrix B, then let G1 be the graph with adjacency
Note, o$)

matrix

,'=

(f
45

g

),

so

that Gt = G U G. Next, let

G2 be the graph

with adjacency matrix

/ o n\.
or=l.U
0
)

Then, ,4f : A3, so it follows that D2(G1) = Dz(Gz). Note, that G2 is a subgraph
of the complement of G1. To see that G1 need not be isomorphic to G2, note that if
G is a complete graph on n vertices, then G1 is the disjoint union of two complete
graphs each on n vertices while Gz is the complete bipartite gaph K(n, n) less one
perfect matchiug.

Next, given a graph G, the modified square, G(2) of G is defined. It will characterize 2-regular graphs with the same D2. Given a graph G, form G(2) as follows.
Let V(G{z)) :V(G), and E(c{z); - {uu : There exists a 2-path from u to u}. Thus,

(qu qf2):

Theorem

(C3 U

Ci = C[').

I A G and H

Conuersely, i! Dz(G)

arc 2-rcgular and GQ)

= Dz(H), then GP)

:

HQ).

-

11Q), then D2(G)

=

Dz(H).

Proof: Ler D2(G).: Dr(|.). Then ,42(G) = Az(H). Let u; and 15 be distinct
O * al?G) - ollrlg1, then there is a 2-walk from ui to o; in both G and

vertices. If

I/,

but this must be a 2-path. Thus ui must be adjacent to uj in both G(2) and I1(2).
On the other haad if 0 = ol;)(G) =
then there can be no 2-path from u; to
"l!,191,
ui, so they must be nonadjacent in both GQ) and H@.
Next, suppose G and r/ are both 2-regular and hence the union ofdisjoint cycles.
Thus, there are integers s and I sufEciently large such that G :Uli=rr1C1, and ff :
Uf!rn6C6. Then
GQ)

= 2rtKzu

(ui=r2r41"C20)

u (ui=i (2rno*r*

rzn+r) Cro*r)

u (u?,=;,"ru*,Cro*r) ,

and

g(z)

-

2naK2u (u'*=rznap21,) u (ul=i (Znn*+z* nz*+r)

cy*r)

u (u!l=-]n21,*g25*1)

.

Further suppose G@ - F1(2). After pairing all the equal components, it can be
that the only possible differences between G and .Ir' is that one graph may have
a componeot J = cno+z while the other graph has two corresponding components
K : Crr*rU Czp+t. Consider the vertices 1,2,. . . ,4p i 2, in J placed successively
around the cycle. First, arrange the matrix of to obtain the order of vertices to
"I
be1,3,...,4p*7,2,4,...,4pi2. InK considerthevertices, 1,2,...,2p*1,placed
successively around the first cycle and 2p * 2,2p * J, . . . ,4p * 2, around the second
cycle. Theu, arrange the matrix of K so that the order of vertices in its matrix is
1,3,...,2p*L,2,4,...,2p,2p*2,2pi4,...,4pt2,2p*3,...,4p*1. Next,assume
without loss of generality that J and K are subgraphs of G aud r/ respectively. Now
letting A(FIL) denote the matrix of the restriction of graph I to subgraph -L where
the order of the vertices is preserved, one obtains A2(G\J) = A2(H|K), by noting
that both are given by
seen

/ B 0\

l.

o B )'
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where

.I

10

2t

L2

lil

;;
00

?

t)

Thus, D2(Gl"/) = Dz(HlK). F\rrther, for any appropriately paired subgraphs this
"result is true. Noting that a$) = 0 for vertices u; aad u; iu different componeuts of
,either G or ff, it follows that D2(G) : Dz(H).
tr
Next,
it
is
shown
that
with
some
additional
kuowledge
graph
a
can
be
determined
'
n{rom D2. Let G denote the complement of G, *d (7;)
= DzG).

Proposition 5 G is completely determined

bV Dz(G) and D2(G).

and j be vertices iaG,U =V(G)- {i,jl, }I = lN(|nnfu)I, I =
NU))|,
J =lun (NU) - rv(i))|, and K = lU -(N(,) u nff))1. Thus,
lun
ly(G)l = H +I + J + K +L.:n. For graphG, thecomplementof G,letddenote
d,i(G). Consider f (i, j) = ol? +W. If i is adjacent to j, theu I U, il = H + I + J + K
=
n-2. If i is not adjacent to j, theu f(i,j) = H + I + J + K+ 2 = n. Thus

Proof:Let f
(N(d)

I

oii:;ln-f(i,j)1,
and the adjaceucy matrix A is determined by D2(G) and

Coroll,ary 2 Az(G)

4

aru|

A2(G)

olso

Dz(G).

o

compktely detennine G.

Trees and 2-degree

This section is devoted to the proof of the following theorem.

-Theorem 2

If

D2 is graphical ond if for gmph G, Dz(G) = D2, then
G is o ttue, and, it it is, whi,ch trce.

it

can

be

detennined, whether or not

'Lemma
ua

L

There is a procedut, whieh when applied

to

D2(G) will d,etennine

iI G is

tree-

Proof: Let G be any graph with .D2(G) = Dz. As a first step, check the trace of

D2(G) which equals !l=1 di;(G) = Dl=, d,(G). If this quantity is uot equal to 2(n-1),
then G is not a tree.
Assuming Di=r drr(G) = 2(n- 1), start the indexing procedure as follows. Choose
any vertex u1. From Az(G) and hence from Dz(G), determine the 2-neighbors ofu1.
Two distinct vertices u; a"nd. ui will be called 2-neighbors in .*" o$) I 0. Index u1

with one and its 2-neighbors with zeros, where zero and one are considered to be of
47

opposite parity. Recursively, given au indexed vertex up, index all of its 2-neighbors

with parity opposite to that of op. A givea vertex may collect more than one index.
Continue indexing one step past the point ofobtaining no new vertices. If any vertex
has two indices including both parities one aud zero, then a cycle exists. Therefore,
G is not a tree.
Assuming no double paritg call the set of indexed vertices V. II v = V, then
G contains an odd cycle and is not a tree. Thus, assume that v1 I y. Repeat the
indexing procedure described above sta^rting with an unindexed vertex u2. Assuming
again no odd cycle, the vertex set 72 is formed from the vertices indexed on the second
round. Since a tree is bipartite aud counected, V1 and Y2 partition V, the vertex set
of G,.or G is aot a tree.

Lemma 2

llf

is a trce then

it moy be uniquely

constnrcted ltnrn D2(T).

Proof:
It D2(T) is known, then A2(7), the 2-walk matrix of T, is ntse !a6s,a. pq1m,
as in the procedure of the preceding lemma, two classes of vertices, vr and v2. Let
i € {1,2}, then if & € l{, one may write V: {j: there exists a 2pwalk from j to k}.
Let r € I/1 and declare r to be the root of r, the only vertex on level 0. Define
Xo = {r}. Put d"" = d, vertices on ]evel 1. Catl this set of vertices X1. Now given

x;

for all 0 < i < 2k - L, form X2i by making it the set of vertices whose shortest
walk i.e., path, from r is of length 2&. Now, having named &r, form X21a1 to be a
vertex set with f,7.26r.(di -L) vertices. By an edge-count argument this process will
terminate exactly when all vertices are placed.
Connect the vertices as follows. Let r be adjacent to all vertices in Xr. Now to
determine adjacent vertices between levels 2fr 1 and 2,t for k > 0, find the two-walks
between pairs of vertices^jn &r. There is a 2k-path from r to each vertex in x26.
Thus, if i, j € X211 arrd. ol? = t, then i and j must have a common neighbor in X2p-1,
leading to the equivalence class of ail vertices having common neighbors. Some of
these vertices may have no such common neighbors, aad will form singleton sets.
Therefore, partition in this manner the vertices of X21r. Let vertices from a single
class C each be adjacent to a single distinct vertex m € Xz,-r which is central vertex
of a two.walk to each vertex in this class. Then, d-- = d,*
= lCl + 1. Finally, let
vertex j € &r be adjacent to di - 1 vertices in &r+r. Again an edge-count argument
guarantees the process will terminate with atl the vertices matching their degree in
D2 or /Q) when the tree is completely constructed. Clearly, the tree is completely
determined under this construction.
tr
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